The development in the last years of the study of topological invariants associated to a foliated structure on a differentiable manifold(**) (usually called exotic characteristic classes of the foliation) has been well known.
Within the general context of this study, the following problem appears in a canonical way : let M be a differentiable manifold on which two foliations F^ and F^ are defined, and such that F^ C F^, that is, every leaf of F^ is, itself, foliated by leaves of Fi ; briefly, FI is said to be subfoliation of F^ ; in fact, this geometrical structure on M can be described as a special type of multifoliate structure (in the sense of Kodaira-Spencer ({8})) ; now, we present two questions : 1) does a relation exist between exotic classes ofF^ and F^ ?, and 2) : is it possible to give a topological obstruction to the existence of such a structure on M ?.
In this paper we give the answer to these questions, by studying the problem through a more general situation and using Lehmann's techniques ({9}, {10}). For this purpose, we consider the following situation : let Q^., / = 1, 2, be two G^-principal fibre bundles over M, and let II : Q^ -^ Q^ be a morphism of principal fibre bundles (over the identity of M) ; by an appropiate choice of connections on these fibre bundles we point out a relation between the images of Lehmann's exoticism associated to those connections (Theorem 4.5) ; in the special case ofF^ and F^, two foliations as above, that relation gives the answer to our questions : every exotic characteristic class of F^ is also an exotic characteristic class of F^ ; in fact, this result can be expressed as a topological obstruction F^ to be a subfoliation of F^.
Notations and basic concepts.
Let M be a differentiable manifold. We shall denoted (M) the Lie algebra of vector fields and A*(M) the exterior algebra of differential forms on M.
Given a G-principal fibre bundle E -^ M, G being the structural Lie group, co indistinctly denotes an (infinitesimal) connection on the bundle or the 1-form of that connection ; I(G) is the algebra of invariant polynomials over the Lie algebra G of G ; I(G) is a graded algebra, I(G) == © I^(G) and ^ (G) denotes its maximal ideal As it is well known, \^ induces an homomorphism X :
which is independent of cj.
Let J C I(G) be a homogeneous ideal ; a; is said a J-connection if X^ (f) = 0 for every feJ. If P denotes a property of the degree of elements of I(G), J(P) denotes the homogeneous ideal generated by the elements satisfying the property P. If Q -> M is the normal bundle of a foliation on M, of codimension q, and V is a basic connection on Q (in the sense of Bott ({!})), then V is a J(>^)-connection.
3.The Lehmann's exoticism (({9}), ({10})).
Let E be a G-principal fibre bundle on M. Consider J, J' homogeneous ideales of I(G) ; if/el^ (G), we write 7=/(mod J),/=/(mod J') and introduce a graduation on the quotient algebras I(G)/J , I(G)/J' by deg /= deg /= 2k, for every /eI^G) ; also, we shall denote Ad^G)) the exterior algebra over ^ generated by the elements of (G) and define a graduation on Ad^G)) by deg /= 2k-1, for every fei k (G), k > 0. Then, consider the graded algebra
and I(G)/J, I(G)/J' ^A^ (G)) are canonically identified to subalgebras ofW(J, J') ; 1-^ (G) can be identified to one part of A^ (G)) C W (J,J') by the isomorphism
and, if G = G\(q , ^), we write h, = h (c^.), W(J , J') is endowed with a structure of graded differential algebra by defining a differential (of degree 1) 
Homomorphism of principal fibre bundles and the Lehmann's exoticism.
In this paragraph we shall consider the following situation : let Q, -> M be a G^principal fibre bundle (i = 1,2) and let a homomorphism of principal fibre bundles ; also, denote n : G, ----^ G, the corresponding homomorphism of Lie groups and assume that n is surjective but not a submersion in general, e.g.
dn : GI----^o,
is not of maximal rank in general ; the linear mapping dll permits to define : and it is clear that /(n^) and ^Cy) (^i) define the same element of A*(M). In a similar way, the commutativity is proved for f. 
Moreover, \m p^ ^ does not change when o^ (respect. G}\ ) runs over its ^-connected component (respect. ]\-connected component).
Proof. -The commutativity of this diagram is evident from that of (4.1), and this fact implies trivially (4.3).
In order to prove the last assertion, it suffices to show that if a?i (respect, c/i) runs over its J^-connected (respect. ]\ -connected) component, then cj^ (respect, c^) does it over its J^-connected (respect. J^-connected) component.
For that, let o?i be a connection in (^ differentiably J^ -homotopic to o?i and let co^ be the connection in Q^ corresponding too?i through Theorem 4.3 ; o3^ is a J^ -connection. Now, consider the connection a? in QiXl->MxI which defines the J^-homotopy between o?i and 0:1 ; c3 is also a J^-connection and its corresponding connection in Q^ x I through Theorem 4.3 is a J^ -connection which defines a J^-homotopy between 0:2 an^ c^. All these facts can be easily checked by a direct calculation.
Application to subfoliations.
The geometric situation which we have described in § 1 is a particular case of multifoliate structure on the manifold M and is defined as follows : consider the set P = {1 , 2 , 3} with the usual order, 1 < 2 < 3, and suppose dim M = n. Now, we define a mapping a = {1,2,. .. ,n}-> P and, thus, {a} is P-multifoliate and we have determined the subgroup Gp C Gl (n , 1)0 of matrices P.
Let us suppose given an integrable Gp-structure on M ; then, on M, there exist two foliations F^ , F^ of dimensions p^, p^, respectively, and such that every leaf of F^ is, itself, foliated by leaves of F^. This fact is equivalent to the existence of two vector subbundles E^.C TM, 'i == 1,2, and an injective morphism If N, = TM/Ep i = 1,2, is the normal bundle of Fp there is ca'nonically defined a surjective morphism
